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It is shown that the superconducting energy gap necessarily lead to the disappearance of some 
quasi-electrons, thus we suggest a new boson-fermion Hamiltonian to describe superconductivity. 
The new supercurrent equations are derived with this Hamiltonian. Some new results can be found 
besides the zero resistance effect, the Meissner effect and the magnetic flux quantum can be 
explained. 
PACS numbers: 71.10.-w, 74.20.-z, 74.50.+r 
  
To understand the high temperature superconductivity, some basic ideas should be examined. The 
Cooper pairs should be most stable and we examined this by the supposed boson features of pairs. 
Some theories argue the proposals of the crossover from BCS to BEC of superconductivity, in them 
one have suggested that the pairs in strongly correlated superconductors look as if they are bosons, 
but no experiments have observed these. In fact, what other theories have discussed are just the 
effects of the turning of two electrons around the mass center in each Cooper pair, the effects of the 
motions of pairs have not been investigated. For example, the supercurrent equation derived from 
other microscopic models is correlated to the pair operators σσ kk cc and
++
σσ kk cc which just correspond 
to the zero momentum of a pair, and no overlap matrix element is used to connect these pair 
operators in these models. However, there should be non-zero momentum pairs, no matter whether 
there was supercurrent or not in a superconductor. That is to say, the current in a superconductor 
should have three origins, due to the translations of each pair, due to the turning, and due to the hop 
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of single electron. In this work, we focus on the effects of the translations of each pair. 
 
The superconducting pairs could be indicated with bosons. We will find that the electron pairing 
gap decrease the quasielectron number, and for simplication this can be proved with the BCS theory. 
When the electron pairing is induced by phonons, the energy band 2)( kk αε = in normal state can be 
considered. The vector symbol of wave vectors is ignored in the related expressions, and kEkE ≡)( is 
denoted, but the vector symbol is recovered if necessary. 
We suppose that the pairing occurs around the Fermi level in superconducting state, and we take 
the set of wave vectors associated with the pairing as κ . That is, kΔ =constant number ≠0 for 
κ∈k while kΔ =0 for κ∉k . As shown in many books, BCS approximation gives theses results [1]  
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where the factor 2 is added after having considered the spins of electrons. Because we only discuss 
the effects of pairing, not the ones of temperature, we can discuss the problems at the same 
temperature for both the normal state and the superconducting state. The particle number in a normal 
state is 
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k
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n                        (6) 
The chemical potential should be determined by the particle number, while the particle number in 
superconducting state has to be determined in this work, thus 'eN is an unknown number. There were 
three possible cases: (1) μμ >' ; (2) μμ =' ; and (3) μμ <' . To find the obvious results, we letT →0K. 
If μμ >' , it is obvious that 0<− με k will lead to 0'<− με k , thus ee NN −' = 
)(2 2 kFk
k
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)(2 με
κ
−−∑
∈
kF
k
n . Because the wave vectors in the subspace κ meet 0<− με k , this 
gives ee NN −' <0. The second possible case is μμ =' , it is easy to find ee NN −' <0 unlessκ is zero 
set which gives ee NN −' =0 (no pairs). Now let us consider the third possible case μμ <' . This case 
will lead to )'(2 με
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summary, the pairing leads to ee NN −' <0, the decrease of quasiparticle number.  
However, the total electron number is unchanged, thus this shows that the superconducting pairs 
must behave as bosons. That is to say, this decrease is because some electrons “become” bosons, and 
we should have eeb NNN =+ '2 =constant number or eepair NNN =+ '2 =constant number. Because 
the decrease of quasielectron number is due to the pairing gap, thus ee NN −' <0 is a general 
conclusion for various superconducting states.  
 
Now let us consider the model. If the Hamiltonian of electron systems in normal state is 'eH , to 
meet the expression eeb NNN =+ '2 =constant number in superconducting state, we suggest this 
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Hamiltonian 
'eHH = + qq
q
q aa rrr
r +∑ω + qqkk
qk
qk accv rrrrrr r
r +
+
+∑ σσσ,, , + ++∑ qkqkqk qk accv rrrrrr rr σσσ,, *,                     (7) 
where the Boson operators qar describe superconducting pairs around the Fermi level, while the 
Fermi operators describe the electrons (quasiparticles) which are not within the superconducting 
pairs. The model parameters are not discussed in this work. The last two terms describe the 
pair-breaking process and the pair-forming process, thus the pairs are not treated like independent 
objects. Obviously, that 'eH meets the gauge invariant will leads H to meet the gauge invariant. The 
gauge invariant of 'eH is well-known and is not discussed in this paper. If the model parameters were 
determined, the model may have wide applications. Other boson-fermion models have been widely 
used to investigate superconductivity [2-5], while this work suggests a new Hamiltonian (7). If we 
introduce the number operators ∑ +=
σ
σσ
,k
kk
e ccN
r
rr  ( SSk ∉r ) and ∑ +=
k
kk
b aaN
r
rr ( SSk ∈r ), it is not 
difficult to find ]2,[ be NNH + =0, the total electron number is a conservation number. As discussed 
above, Eq.(7) is necessary for a superconducting state. However, if we do not consider the motions 
of pairs, one can take 'eHH = in those physics problems.  
Although the introduction of boson operators in Eq.(7) is necessary because of the effect of pairs, 
we intend to give other explanations for the boson operators, while the model (7) do not depend on 
these explanations. If the subset of the wave vectors of superconducting electrons is expressed as SS 
(which does not include the wave vectors of the possible preformed pairs), we define the boson 
operators ∑
∈
++
+
+ =
SSk
kqkq
cca
r
rrrr σσ  and ∑∈ += SSk qkkq cca r rrrr σσ (It is necessary to note SSk ∈
r
and SSqk ∈+ rr in 
the defined expressions of both +qar and qar .), while σkc r and
+
σkc r are the Fermi operators with the spin 
indexσ . When σkcr  and +σkcr are defined in the wave vector space for SSk ∉
r
(if σkc r and
+
σkcr do not 
express the operators of superconducting electrons), it is found these commutation relations 
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+
σ =0. 
Moreover, we find ],[ 'qq aa rr =0, ],[ '
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SSk
qk cc rrr rr . One can find γ =0 for normal state and it depends on the 
subset SS. Becauseγ is determined by the superconducting electrons, thus it is well defined. If we 
redefine ∑
∈
++
+
+ =
SSk
kqkq
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r
rrrr σσγ and ∑∈ += SSk qkkq cca r rrrr σσγ , we obtain the approximate boson commutation 
relations 
],[ 'qq aa rr =0, ],[ '
++
qq aa rr =0 , and ],[ '
+
qq aa rr = ',qq rrδ                                      (8) 
These relations are not exact but appropriate. It is shown that “one boson is not a pair” 
with ∑
∈
++
+
+ =
SSk
kqkq
cca
r
rrrr σσγ . By the way, it is well-known that various bosonization techniques of electron 
systems are approximate in condensed matter physics. In the well-known Luttinger liquid theory the 
bosons describe charge density and spin density excitations around the Fermi level [6], while the 
bosons in this article describe the superconducting pairs around the Fermi level, and the model (7) 
could not be derived from 'eH . We find that the small momentum pairs with q
r ~0 dominate the 
superconducting state due to the Boson statistics. This shows why the Cooper pairs with zero 
momentum can describe many properties of superconductors as shown in other theories. To consider 
clearly the bosonization technique above, we should note these points: (1) the superconducting pairs 
should be distinguished from the possible preformed pairs ; (2) the bosons will describe the 
superconducting pairs; (3) the Fermi operators will describe the electrons (quasiparticles) which are 
not in the superconducting pairs but could be in the possible preformed pairs; (4) what Gorkov 
functions describe is the processes of pair-forming or pair-breaking process, thus the Gorkov 
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functions could be the forms such as >< ++ )'()( ττ σστ kk ccT rr  and >< )'()( ττ σστ kk ccT rr which have been 
used in many superconducting topics. The effects of possible preformed pairs are not discussed in 
this work. 
 
  Let us now derive the equation similar to the Pippard equations in the external field. We can find 
the boson excitation energy qrΩ from Eq.(7) and we find that the bosons are nearly “free”, thus the 
free boson distribution function can be used below. The super-current is contributed by the 
superconducting pairs (bosons), we should consider the contribution of the excitation energies qrΩ of 
bosons. This is self-consistent with the equations below. It is easy to understand 
)](,[ qAeqq
rrr
r Ω=Ω for the systems in an external magnetic field when the effects of 'eH are considered. 
For simplification, we assume the boson’s energies ],[ eAqq Ω=Ω r , this is appropriate for the 
approximately isotropic systems. Because the zero-momentum pairs (and small-momentum pairs) 
dominate the superconductivity, thus there is such expansion 
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for the weak magnetic field. Because the kinetic energy of boson is zero for both q =0 and A =0, we 
can assume )0,0(),(min Ω=Ω eAq , and we get )0,0(),( Ω=Ω eAq + 2/2qα + 2/22 Ae β , 
where 22 /)0,0( q∂Ω∂=α and 22 )(/)0,0( eA∂Ω∂=β . The boson particle velocity is ~qvrr Ω∇qi r
r
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r
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where )( qBn rΩ describe the number density of superconducting pairs (they are different from the 
possible preformed pairs).  One may say that they could get the same equations also for the 
“normal” fermions by the same way, this is a misunderstanding. In my derivation, the wave vectors 
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in the excitation energies of bosons are limited to very small, while the excitation energies of 
fermions are not limited in the small wave vectors. It is shown that the current contains the 
diamagnetic term which shows the Meissner effect. If we do the Fourier transition, we can write 
')'()'()(2)(
32 xdxAxxnCexneCxj ss ∫ −−∇−= rrrrrrrr θβθα                               (10) 
with xqiqB
s
eqnd
n
x
rrr ⋅Ω= ∫ )(1)( 3θ  and sqB
q
nn =Ω∑ )( rr . The Eq.(10) shows that the supercurrent is 
related to both the )(xrθ and the non local field. The relationship of the supercurrent and the non 
local field is established by )(xrθ . 
  
The first London equation [7] can be found in the model (7), too. Using Etvq
rr
r ~/∂∂ (electric field), 
it is easy to find the first London equation 
Ej
dt
d
s
rr γ=                                                                (11) 
The zero resistance effect can be explained with Eq. (11). In fact, because the current in Eq.(10) 
does not correlate with the electric field, the zero resistance effect has been included in it, too. 
Eq.(10)-(11) are from the microscopic theory. 
  When we take the temperature T=0K, Eq. (9) gives )(qj r
r
= =0,)( qs qj δrr 0,02 qtotalpairnACe δβ
r− , and 
Eq.(10) gives )(xj r
r
= totalpairnACe 0
2
rβ− =constant vector. However, the finite size superconductor leads 
to )(xj r
r
=0 when the boundary conditions are used. Generally, we find that the Bose-Einstein 
condensed pairs do not contribute to the supercurrent, thus the BEC can not be found with the effects 
of supercurrent. To show the Meissner effect, what we will do is to prove )(xrθ decreases with xr . 
When we can do the approximation qAr
r
≡ qA
r
 in qΩ , we have )(xrθ = 0θ + 
ϑ
π
ϑϑπ cos
00
2 sin)(21 iqrqB
s
edndqq
n ∫∫ Ω
+∞
= 0θ + dqqrnqrn qBs ]sin)([
4
0
Ω∫
+∞π . Obviously, it is 
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)(xrθ = 0θ + sr
C                                                                (12) 
with s >1 and xr r= , where 0θ is due to the BEC. The equation (12) shows that the Meissner effect 
can be explained with Eq.(10). If the wave vector direction dependences of qAr
r
are considered, the 
expression of )(xrθ becomes more complex, but )(xrθ still decreases with xr . More results can be 
found in other works [8,9].  
In summary, this work gives a new idea describing superconductivity. For example, the 
disappearance of some quasi-electrons induced by superconducting gap is found; the zero resistance 
effect and the Meissner effect can be explained from a new angle; that the BEC could not be 
determined by the effects associated with the supercurrent is found; and so on.  
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